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Overview of the talk

I CTH and experimental observation of disruption
avoidance by the addition of stellarator field.

I Numerical simulations of the phase prior to a
disruption for a low-q scenario.

I Summary and future work.
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The Compact Toroidal Hybrid (CTH) is a current
carrying torsatron in which 3D shaping effects
can be investigated
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The stabilization of plasmas by the application of
a stellarator rotational transform is an ongoing
research topic at CTH

I CTH has studied the effect of non-axisymmetric
fields on sawtooth phenomena, density-limited
disruptions, vertical instabilities, etc.

I The fractional transform (f ) characterizes the relative
amount of the rotational transform (ι) produced by
external coils and the plasma current.

I ιtot = ιvac + ιplasma = 1/q.

I f = ιvac/ιtot .

I For axisymmetric systems ιvac = 0 and f = 0.

I In CTH, f can be set between ∼ 0.04 and 1.
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By adding a vacuum rotational transform it is
possible to avoid disruptions even if q(a)< 2

I It is possible to operate at
q(a)≤ 2 without disrupting
despite the external kink
mode tokamak theoretical
limit.

I In a disrupting discharge,
m/n = 3/2 and 4/3 activity is
observed. In a non-disrupting
case, only the latter activity is
present [1].
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Disruptions in plasmas with low edge safety
factor are avoided by adding a stellarator
rotational transform

I Disruptions occur if ιvac(a)≤ 0.03, and are suppressed if
ιvac(a)≥ 0.08 [1].

I qtot(a) is the value of the edge safety factor at peak plasma
current.
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Typical low-q disrupting discharge at CTH

I A positive spike for the plasma current, a negative
one for the loop voltage, and a fast current quench
characterize a low-q disruption at CTH.
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Numerical simulations employ equilibrium states
reconstructed from CTH experimental data
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NIMROD simulations with ohmic current are
modeled by adding a current source term

I CTH discharges are ohmically driven.

I Ohmic current is driven in the simulations by adding
a source term (Jsource) in the induction equation:

∂tB =−∇× [η (J−Jsource)−V×B]+κdivb∇∇ ·B

I Jsource is taken as the current at the beginning of the
simulation.

I Jsource prevents the resistive decay of the plasma,
whose characteristic diffusion time is of the same
order as the total simulation time ∼ 2ms.
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An equilibrium reconstruction of CTH shortly
before the disruption is used as the initial
condition for NIMROD simulations

I The 3D equilibrium loaded into NIMROD
corresponds to the plasma at t = 1660.5 ms (∼ 2ms
before disrupting).
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Reconstructed profiles for the safety factor and
the parallel current shortly before the disruption

I This is a typical discharge with q(a)∼ 1.9 and
f ∼ 0.03 (ιvac ∼ 0.015).
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n = 1, 2 and 3 are the dominant modes and
saturate at large amplitude.

I Even if the vacuum rotational transform is small
(ιvac ∼ 0.015) there is significant coupling between
the different families of Fourier modes (kNp ±1,
kNp ±2).
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In accordance with experimental observations
the m/n = 3/2 and 4/3 activity is dominant
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The m/n = 3/2 and 4/3 activity persists during
the discharge
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Summary and ongoing work

I Starting from a reconstruction of a disrupting
discharge (with small vacuum transform), dominant
3/2 and 4/3 modes are retrieved from the
simulation.

I We have tested N. Roberds vmec branch by modeling
a few disrupting scenarios, and are ready to explore
the parameter space (different profiles for the safety
factor, transport coefficients, etc.)
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